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Formalism in Sculpture

Precisely what is formal in sculpture today? One answer would be that

it is those material-optical-tactile features of sculpture which can be iden-

tified and logically examined as separate physical entities. The formal qual-

ities are those that still give form in the original classical sense: shape, pro-

portion, scale, structure, texture, color, context-those aspects of the visual

reality to which we turn for our nonliterary meanings in objects.

Formal qualities in sculpture (just as in painting) have both changed

and decreased since the beginning of the century. Inspect any critique on

sculpture composed before 1920. When sculpture was universally figura tive,

composition was the positioning of the human figure; proportion was derived

from various anatomical canons: Classical, Renaissance, Mannerist, Ro-

mantic, Expressionist, modern medical, etc.; structure was anatomy and

the problems inherent in carving and casting limbs; texture was the simulation

of natural surfaces; and color was all but unheard of. Observed differently,

all these features are nothing more than a nineteenth-century biologist's

morphological conception, a categorizing of form templates according to

the visual properties of different species. If biology and biophysics have

steadily relied less on the importance of organic external appearances, this

has also happened in sculpture. The problem of modern sculpture is no

longer, how long will formalism last? Rather critics ask, what remains in

formalism that has not been discovered and rediscovered, and what lies

beyond formalism capable of carrying on the evolutionary trends of the past

eighty years?

Aside from the periodic reappearance of "new realism" and "new

figuration" tendencies, often potent holding actions, very few signs have

appeared to indicate options other than formalism. This is one of the real-

ities of sculpture today. The ingenuous belief by many members of the early



pioneering avant-garde that formalism would in time develop into a "new

language of vision" has been realized, but what was not anticipated was that

the formalist vocabulary, in order to maintain its vigor, must constantly

change and grow. This has happened only marginally. The result has been a

certain contempt by the pioneers of modern sculpture for work being done

today and a not-well-disguised sense of envy and frustration from the

younger generation. Saddled more or less with the formalist vocabulary,

each succeeding generation of sculptors has had to answer the charge of

imitation-without too much success. Generally, they take their legacy in

silence and plan palace revolts around marginal innovations. It is a world of

fifty-year-old manifestoes for them, one that promised artistic nirvana and

ended up in dry wells and "museums of modern art" for those who once

planned to tear down the established repositories.

In spite of a subtraction of traditional formal properties, sculpture has

thrived because it has learned other means of formal invention. With the

degeneration of form in the classical-Euclidean sense, and the decline of

figurative sculpture, a dependence upon formalism has grown in its place.

But, as the mechanism of formalism exhausts itself, sculptors are left with

the fact that they cannot rid themselves of the presence of objects. That is

their metier. Ironically, as sculpture dematerializes, denies presence, reduces

its mass, the sculptor is bound to a theory of matter (inasmuch as it expresses

what he is doing) not much more contemporary than that of the Greek

atomists-twenty-five centuries old. The three variables of matter according

to Democritus: shape, order, and placing, are just as necessary to sculpture

conceptualization now as in the time of Polyclitus.

Where the contemporary sculptor is beset by a phenomenal world of

technology-much of it powered by nonvisible energy-and where he is

cognizant of the subvisual levels of matter, it is not too surprising that strong

elements of pathos and frustration creep into his efforts to deal meaning-

fully with materials.

Formalism has been a strategic necessity; it does not fit comfortably

into the traditional lexicon of art. In daily language it is interesting how the

words formal and formalism generate antipathetic connotations. Formal

hints at stiffness, boredom, and a lack of vitality. Formality is closely con-

nected with the idea of trivial routine, while in the terminology of socialist

realism formalism denotes soullessness and a subservience to decadent irrel-

evancies. The philosopher Hegel sensed that the truth-bearing efficacy of

art belonged to the past, and that the scientific-philosophical spirit held a

more exacting standard of truth-one that would not allow the truth of art

to survive. ill



From this it might appear that formalism is a kind of transitional phase,

a "phasing out" of art toward scientific rationalism. As a manifestation of

materialism, formalism has both revitalized and demoralized sculpture.

Modern formalist analysis is possibly a stricter application of prescientific

methodology to the arts. Importantly enough, as formalism grows more

daring in its techniques, it becomes more pervasively influential within the

plastic arts.

Formalist tendencies during the development of figurative sculpture

had the exactness and surety of geometrical regularity. Only with the coming

of modern sculpture has formalist analysis increasingly depended on intuition

rather than regulation. In this way most sculptors have tried to counter the

scientific incursions of formalistic thinking. Moreover, no sets of rules exist

today in sculpture as they did in the past. All modern canons of formalism

are the more or less acknowledged property of their inventors. However,

aesthetic rules that are shared are usually not arbitrary but have some

common basis in visual perception. The problem of formalism remains that

of sustaining irrationality within a framework of increasingly rational

technique.

Attitudes: The Scientific Demiurge

The desire to explain the quantitative and qualitative consistency of

physical phenomena stands behind the spirit of scientific inq uiry. This drive

also provides the psychic basis for modern formalism in sculpture. The

passion of each is to reveal and analyze underlying truths. Where such

methodology consistently leads to an understanding of more fundamental

realms of order (usually invisible) in science, this same drive has resulted

in growing stasis when applied to sculpture. A present dilemma of sculpture

is its inability to move beyond phenomenological means and into those very

areas of nonvisual analysis established by science. Much of the great sculp-

ture of this century already stems from conscious or unconscious acknowl-

edgements of the directions taken by scientific analysis. In an essay Naum

Gabo (1957, p. 176) reveals this fact with clarity:
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... we have gotten familiar with a world in which forces are permitted to become

mass and matter is permitted to become light; a world which is pictured to us as a

conglomeration of oscillating electrons, protons, neutrons, particles which behave

like waves, which in their tum behave like particles. If the scientist is permitted to

picture to us an image of an electron which under certain condi tions has less than zero

energy (in common language, it means that it weighs less than nothing) and if he

is permitted to see behind this simple common table, an image of the curvature of

space-why, may I ask, is not the contemporary artist to be permitted to search for



and bring forward an image of the world more in accordance with the achievements

of our developed mind, even ifit is different from the image presented in the paintings

and sculptures of our predecessors?

The time between 1890 and 1910 was a period of acute transition from

classical physics to modern atomic theory. Before 1890 physics had separated

matter from radiation, with results that seemed to balance with all the known

natural laws. Gradually, unexplained phenomena disrupted the stability of

the classical picture. Planck's first paper on quantum theory in 1899 and

Einstein's on relativity six years later secured (or would shortly for all con-

cerned) the fact that mass and energy were fundamentally united and, under

certain conditions, were mutually convertible. That matter had lost its su-

premacy in human conception became a subliminal element in the shifting

horizon of the sculptor's attitude. The world of sculpture, fixed and immobile

-essentially classical in Spengler's eyes-had suddenly begun to lose its

foundations.

Artistic homage to the "natural world" slipped into meaningless ges-

ture. Nature no longer revealed itself directly to the eye, but was conveyed

more accurately through scientific hypothesis and its resultant models. Much

of the seeming irrationality of modern art was no more than (witness rela-

tivity theory) the mirror of science confronted with the fallibility of "common

sense" perception. Physics asked, the still unresolved, what is real on the

sub-atomic level? If matter were actually a series of extremely brief, highly

connected "events," then why was the sculptor creating a private and her-

metic "reality" in bronze and marble?

Technology provided a similar dilemma. The tool in many ways has

always been the practical counterpart of the sculpted work, and in prehis-

toric times they were often the same object. Before modern industrialization

the tool possessed a readable external form which left its function apparent.

Like the human organism, the functional explanation of the modern machine

is internalized; it remains a black box to all but the most initiated. As a

result, while the machine's simplified metal coverings were safety and pro-

tective features, they also served as symbols of psychic inaccessibility. It is

no accident, therefore: that much modern sculpture appears to have the

externalized efficacy of a hooded machine-promising minor miracles if

only its outer canopy could be lifted to reveal an inner sense of life force.

Such a rationalization is vitalism applied to the machine.

Another important consequence of technology has been the growing

tendency to relate materials, energy sources, transportable objects, events,

and signals into a unified network above and beyond natural order. In such a

situation the object was bound to lose out as a cumbersome element in the 113
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information-energy network. Sculpture in the past had been dependent on

the inviolable separateness of objects. The demands of technology are such

that separate, unique entities are a cardinal sin against the technological

strategy of duplication and interchangeability. To a degree difficult to

calculate sculpture has already suffered, not only from the proliferation of

common goods, but from the surrogate effect of mass-produced proto-

sculpture. These are anything from cement garden dwarfs to Rodin's Thinker

in the form of bronzed bookends. On a seemingly more ethical level, the

trend toward low-priced, mass-produced sculpture has proceeded in the

form of "multiples" or the serial production of simple works by "name" art-

ists controlled by galleries and museums. In terms of uniqueness, sculpture has

been handed a death blow because, as Arthur Clarke, the science popular-

izer, has observed, the idea of ownership gradually erodes as all articles are

made commonly accessible. Uniqueness and scarcity value derived from a

single human hand no longer hold meaning in a technological society. At

this stage of technical evolution the uniqueness of an artist can only be proven

by the genera tive power of his ideas, not by ma terial ou tput.

Art consequently has been forced to adopt the advertising techniques

used to sell other mass-produced goods-and even then only to secure a

minute portion of the public's wealth. To an extent, something like this has

happened in the areas of applied scientific research, but the ethical and psy-

chological incursions have not been so damaging as to the arts.

To a greater extent than now suspected, the relative freedom from want

and undue pressure afforded the scientist is envied, covertly, by the artist as

an ideal situation where legitimate development is possible. Made-to-order

working conditions, ample support, and a defined sense of purpose are

other objects of cupidity. The same holds true for the manipulators of the

public media today. Teamwork, empirical results, communication potency,

and immense funds are only some of the advantages, real or imagined, which

the artist connects with the technological way of doing things.

As early as 1910 the values of teamwork and an anonymous style were

evident to Picasso and Braque. In her autobiography Francoise Gilot re-

calls a conversation with Picasso in which he allegedly says (1964, p. 75):

"That was the reason we abandoned color, emotion, sensation, and every-

thing that had been introduced into painting by the Impressionists, to

search again for an architectonic basis in the composition, trying to make

an order of it. People didn't understand very well at the time why very often

we didn't sign our canvases. Most of those that are signed we signed years

later. It was because we felt the temptation, the hope, of an anonymous art,

not in its expression but in its point of departure." Picasso goes on to explain



that the experiment was a failure because individualism lies too deeply em-

bedded in the structure of the artistic temperament.

This oscillation between anonymity and personal fame has been present

in most twentieth-century art movements. In one recollection Jean Arp

speaks of the collective and anonymous tendencies of some of the early

Zurich Dadaists. In more rigorous form, elements of scientific objectivity

and impersonality were constant themes in the writings of the Suprematicist

Kasimir Malevich, and also of members of de Stijl. In The New Vision

(1938, p. 79) the Bauhaus master Laszlo Moholy-Nagy wrote:

My desire was to go beyond vanity into the realm of objective validity, serving

the public as an anonymous agent. An airbrush and spray gun, for example, can

produce a smooth and impersonal surface treatment which is beyond the skill of

the hand .... I even gave up signing my paintings. I put numbers and letters with

necessary data on the back of the canvas, as if they were cars, airplanes, or other

industrial products.

The avant-garde's blatancy in proclaiming total addiction to the new

ruling order of technology reached a peak as witnessed by Theo van Doesburg

(quoted in Banham, 1960, p. 187): "This International [Foundation Mani-

festo of the Constructivist International, 1922] is not the result of some hu-

manitarian, idealistic or political sentiment, but of that amoral and elemen-

tary principle on which science and technology are based."

In some important ways the 1920's represented a high-water mark in the

consternation over technology, and not until the late 1950's did a similar

phenomenon reappear. Then between 1958 and 1962 at least eight groups

arose in Europe committed to programs that not only embraced the visible

results of technics, but were structured to varying degrees around scientific-

technical protocol for achieving those results.

Later this book will speculate on the future of scientific methodology

applied to sculpture, and where this is likely to lead. As early as 1930 Georges

Vantongerloo, a member of de Stijl, made a prediction that must have

seemed very far fetched at the time (1948, p. 41):

But already we see art disengaging itself from a quasi-philosophical artiness to

become more and more a science and form one with a new society. (Do not confuse

this with utilitarian art.) But the field of action for the artist is not open yet. The artist

is still condemned to exhibit art as an object; art is still part of the old organization.

But since this organization cannot persist forever, it must one day cede its place to

an organization better adapted to the present. lI5



If expressions of artistic alliance with science and technics did reach a

zenith during the 1920's, it was nevertheless the beginning of the end of the

"First Machine Age"-to borrow a term from the design historian Reyner

Banham. Banham is correct in his observation that since the end of the First

Machine Age we have been content to coast along on an aesthetic designed

in the spirit of a far less complex technology. With this earlier conception

of technology prevailed the notion that art and science would and could

coexist, and for those artists oriented toward the new methodology science

was actually a symbol of hope and optimism-though in some instances

there were signs of caution from artists who saw Western culture danger-

ously careening to one extreme.

The published writings of Piet Mondrian explicitly circumscribe the

progressive relationship between art and science. No artist felt as intuitively

the relevance of his art to the theoretical and utilitarian changes taking place.

Yet, the inventor of Neo-Plasticism was thoroughly certain that art would

remain art even though subsumed into the operational fabric of society. He

felt that the patterns of technological invention and economic and political

control would ultimately conform to his rational and balanced view of art

(1945, p. 31):

But man, evolving toward the equilibrium of his duality, will create in an even

greater degree, in life as in art, equivalent relationships and therefore, equilibrium ....

Nor will our moral life always be oppressed by the domination of material existence.

Increasingly, science succeeds in maintaining our physical well-being. Through

superior technics, primitive materials are brought closer to the needs of man. Human

life, although dependent on the physical and material, will not always remain domi-

nated by Nature.

The position of another pioneer nonobjective painter, Kasimir Malevich,

is in no way as well thought out as that of Mondrian. Ambiguous and con-

fusing, Malevich's writing on science and art-while the subject matter of

his paintings pays due homage to the "technological landscape"-reveals

little about technics' effects on the ultimate values of art (1927, p. 36):

We therefore differentiate two categories of creative work: the artistic-aesthetic

(the province of the artist) and the productive-technical (the field of the engineer-

of the scientist).

Out of artistic-aesthetic creation proceed absolute enduring values; out of scien-

tific (productive-technical) creation proceed relative, transitory values.
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The above statement typifies an ambivalence characteristic of a growing

number of modern artists: a love-hate relationship with science, an emotion



which is half aware of the potency of science but fears its ascendancy over art.

What Malevich failed to understand, and what Mondrian so consummately

recognized, was the strong parallelism inherent in the evolution of both

systems. To consider art as a system of "enduring values" remains as near-

sighted as attempting to minimize the changing "perceptual set" of people

exposed to an evolving technology.

With foresight the most technologically-oriented sculptors of the era

never doubted art's ability to be influenced without being overwhelmed by

newer technics. The analytical-technical spirit was fully operative in

Alexander Archipenko; nevertheless, for all of his innovations in penetrated

forms, new materials, reductionism, light and color, Archipenko remained a

sculptor more dependent on formal traditions in art than on the utilization

of new scientific insights (1960, p. 39):

The Gothic and modern styles seem to be analogous in their striving to be detached

from matter, in search of spirit. The form of art of our era emanates from abstract

causes, from the same realm in which contemporary science finds its causes for

modern invention. Contemporary art and science both tend towards abstract forces.

Art becomes preoccupied with the expression of transcendency; science with the

materialization of abstract energy, such as radio, electrical and atomic.

Slightly further on in this essay on style, Archipenko notes the telescoping

process (with its analogy to technology) by which the turnover of art sty-

listics increases at a steep geometric rate (1960, p. 40):

Unlike past eras, our contemporary mechanization and speed for the economy

of time are the causes for rapid changes of forms in modern art. The production of

the Egyptian style existed over 5,000 years; the Gothic, 500; modern Cubism, 10

years. Now in our tempo, art seems to be deteriorating into a seasonal performance,

particularly in the United States. The history of art has known no such turbulent

period or varied stylistic experimentation as in the present day.

Yet Archipenko believed that such a culture could and would continue to

produce art.

One of the most unequivocal users of the electrical technology, Laszlo

Moholy-Nagy, saw art as only part of the functional equation for giving man

a new and better array of sensory refinements. Moholy-Nagy emphasizes

this objective and collective approach to the problem of visual re-education,

and further (1928, p. 13):

This does not mean that "art" must be cast aside, nor that the great individual

values within the domain of art are to be questioned. Quite the contrary-it is pre-

cisely those values which are firmly anchored in the elemental. But this fact is ob- 117



scured for the great majority by the unique character of the individual interpretation,

and of our tendency to place art on a pedestal.

Added to Moholy-Nagy's denial that technics meant the end of art are

the writing of one of the few modern sculptors to directly employ mathe-

matical formulae, Georges Vantongerloo:

Let us grant that mathematics is not a product of experience alone and that

Euclid's postulate is indemonstrable by Euclid's geometry. Art thus can well be a

product of great sensitivity, and even though it has science as a base, it will never

be a scientific art, which is a contradiction in terms. Does the knowledge, the science,

that has served to establish a work of art, constitute the artistic value of the work?

The knowledge may be useful, but in itself it is devoid of artistic value. The wish

to reduce art to mathematics is nonsense.

Taken literally, the above paragraph (1948, p. 9) directly contradicts

the quote by the same artist given here a few pages earlier. The first quote,

in which Vantongerloo saw art becoming a science, appeared five years after

the statement above. Obviously he began to have second thoughts about the

future independence of art.

Two sculptors inextricably bound to the scientific-technical spirit, the

Pevsner brothers, have been entirely consistent in their rejection of the fusion

of art with science. Naum (Pevsner) Gabo, the younger of the two, has

perhaps been the most eloquent on this separation and the reasons for it.

In an essay of 1937 (1957, p. 164) he states as follows:

The Constructive idea does not see that the function of Art is to represent the

World. It does not impose on Art the function of Science. Art and science are two

different streams which rise from the same creative source and flow into the same

ocean of the common culture, but the currents of these two streams flow in different

beds. Science teaches, Art asserts; Science persuades, Art acts; Science explores

and apprehends, informs and proves.

A line of reasoning could be constructed, and Herbert Read has done so,

to show that the verbs used by Gabo to distinguish art from science are, with

a little effort, interchangeable. In a later essay of 1956, Gabo with more

precision points out that art is essentially irrational and that it is conveyed

through human feeling and intuition. Science, on the other hand, means

logical manipulation within an assigned set of values. Some philosophers of

science might even argue that point, too. Yet Gabo seems to be on more

solid ground when he states at the end of his essay (1957, p. 180):

The new scientific vision of the world may affect and enhance the vision of the

artist as a human being but from there on the artist goes his own way and his art

118



remains independent of sciences; from there on he carries his own vision bringing

forth visual images which react on the common human psychology and transfer his

feelings to the feelings of men in general, including the scientists.

With few exceptions the artists quoted, while sympathetic to the new

order of technics, draw a firm boundary between art and the purpose of

science. For artists of the de Stijl movement some ambiguity and doubt

existed. For the most part, this division was in effect for three decades

following the 1920's.

By the late 1950's and early 1960's a new sensibility had evolved. This

inclination, which was by no means totally nonobjective in its aesthetics,

had in its most general outlines the appearance of a fulfillment of the Hegelian

prophecy concerning the extinction of art. This force has appeared under

many names: Pop Art, Optical Art, the New Nihilism (whatever happened to

the old nihilism ?), New Tendency, the New Objectivism, Kinetic Art, Robot

Art, Structuralism-all intimately connected with technics.

All of these movements reflect reactions to an environment where

organizational methodology has become a way of life: in communication,

advertising, industrial production, scientific research, and, not least of all,

the vocational fragmentation of human beings. Concomitantly, several

trends seem to be growing: a psychological diminishment of the relation

between art and everyday environmental experience; a heightened sense of

competition between art and the most potent media; a feeling that any

means for the production of art can, should, and will be used.

In the strictest sense the emotional stance of the present avant-garde

artist is an-emotional, an-idealistic, an-ethical, and in many instances an-

aesthetic. To paraphrase Jacques Ellul: technique uses what is at hand, re-

gardless of the implications. He refers to this as the principal law of the age

and goes on to quote the French politician Jacques Soustelle's observation

concerning his country's construction of an atomic bomb, "Since it was

possible, it was necessary."- "Really a master phrase," says Ellul, for the

operation of today's society. (1954, p. 99).

In the remainder of this book Soustelle's imperative should become

apparent. The fine old, almost genteel, distinctions between art and science-

technology-even those contrived by the nonobjective pioneers of the 1920's

-have lost their reasoning edge. Scientists and engineers not only inad-

vertently make some of the most effective Kinetic and Optical Art today;

often they are the most effective critics of these genres. Fewer artists think

about the separations between art and technics, and more dwell on the

practical problems of acquiring the use of efficient mass-production tech-
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niques, the latest in miniature programmers and more expert technical as-

sistance. Forty years ago artists adamantly asserted the sovereignty of their

art, today a significant faction want nothing more than a quiet, profitable

mariage de convenance with technics.
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Invention in Sculpture

At present invention in art is courted, respected, and analyzed in a way

not dissimilar from the "significant breakthroughs" arranged in think

factories and research corporations. As William Gordon, one of the inventors

of corporation "brainstorming" points out, while it was taken for granted

in the past that the criterion for accepting an artistic solution was some

degree of "like" or "dislike "-an emotional response-this type of response

was distrusted in the areas of science and technical invention; cold, analyt-

ical responses were needed for judging an engineering solution. Gordon

found that, on the contrary, the selection of possible solutions in all areas

of creativity are accompanied by various degrees of irrational "pleasure."

Even the most technical obstacles are surmounted on an aesthetic basis.

For civilization it is understood that invention is the source of all

technical advancement. The remarkable acceleration of inventions produced

in Western culture has actually made invention, its methodology and ac-

ceptance, a normal procedure, a way of life. While divergent aims separate

the purposes of art and science, both areas are beset with the common

obsession: invention. Neither evolves without the will to invent.

Even as a manufacturer produces a product that is only marginally

different from his competitor's, the same proliferation of hybrids from prime

inventions takes place in sculpture. Many sculptors are loath to admit this.

An ego-centered blocking mechanism prevents most artists from admitting

how much they owe to other artists. In art there are few patent rights and

the idea of artistic invention remains a sensitive area. However, it is something

that should and can be openly aired. The purpose of this discussion is to trace

a segment of one sculptural invention. This is the hollow, fully enclosed box

form, of importance in Hard-Center and Object sculpture during the past

five years.
Nominally, David Smith is credited with this invention as a result of his

Cubi series beginning in 1963 (FIGS. 37, 38). The essence of this type of con-

struction was the fabrication out of plate stainless-steel of a group of hollow

rectangular boxes. These were joined edge-to-edge, edge-to-face, partial

face-to-face, etc.; the idea being that the quite large and imposing forms

themselves could be readily attached in any number of rational or irrational

joining sequences. These hollow welded boxes lent themselves to a ftexi-



37. David Smith, Cubi XVlIJ, 1964.

38. David Smith, Cubi XXlIJ, 1964.
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bility that had few precedents in the arrangement of massive sculptural

shapes.
As antecedents to David Smith's Cubi series several possibilities exist.

One is the increased use of various box forms (mostly single and open) by

assemblage artists, culminating with the early 1964 "Boxes" show at the

Dwan Gallery in Los Angeles. With the general demise of "open sculpture"

the containment possibilities of the box form, its space-defining properties,

seemed an obvious next step.

Another antecedent for the enclosed box form were the gigantic steel

constructions of the underrated painter-sculptor-architect Mathias Goeritz.

First invited to teach in Mexico in 1949, Goeritz four years later produced

his famous experimental museum, "The Echo." Standing in the courtyard

of the museum is a construction by Goeritz, a truly prophetic, space-filling

object with all the earmarks of work produced over a decade later in England

and the United States. This construction is hollow, welded plate steel,

baseless, with an abrupt and angular relationship to the ground plane that

has, in the past four years, become part of the new sculpture lexicon. Only

Goeritz's long lack of exposure and publicity in the art capitals accounts for

his restricted reputation.

A third antecedent for David Smith's forms, and one probably closer to

Smith's source, is American neon box-sign construction. Since the early

1920's the neon belt and stickout signs have become, for better or worse,

fixtures of the American landscape. By the 1940's a new genre had been in-

vented: the roadside pylon sign. Massively tall, supported by steel H-beams

or lally columns, these polychromed structures have used neon and incan-

descent light to great effect. Later these were supplemented with fluorescent-

lighted, plastic-face inserts with enameled and stainless-steel skirts. Without

a doubt, the illuminated pylon sign of the 1950's was the arch-underground

American art form; its influence on contemporary American sculpture has

been overpowering.

Tom Wolfe, among others, discovered the Mecca of American pylon

art (1965, p. 8):

One can look at Las Vegas from a mile away on Route 91 and see no buildings, no

trees, only signs. But such signs! They tower. They revolve, oscillate, they soar in

shapes before which the existing vocabulary is helpless. I can only attempt to supply

names-Boomerang Modern, Palette Curvilinear, Flash Gordon Ming-Alert Spiral,

McDonald's Hamburger Parabola, Mint Casino Elliptical, Miami Beach Kidney.

Las Vegas' sign makers work so far out beyond the frontiers of conventional studio

art that they have no names themselves for the forms they create.

Concerning sign makers two things should be added. The sign designer,



as underground artist, had in the past an even sharper eye for new effects and

techniques than the average sculptor. Formally it has been the task of the

sign maker to appropriate dated, corny, modern art shapes, revitalizing them

through the techniques of the sign man's vocabulary.

Moreover, the economics of Smith's box forms compared to neon box

construction present some interesting contrasts. The neon box sign is of

thin-gauge galvanized sheet steel, reinforced internally by sheet metal braces

and angle irons; the box itself contains only neon housing units, a few trans-

formers and flashers. Structurally, large-scale pylon signs are aggregates of

these boxes bolted together and supported upright by structural steel mem-

bers. The development of the pylon sign during the past thirty years has

derived from the transformation of sign lettering styles, but, even more, the

daring use of box form combinations. A similar evolution, though com-

pressed, is evident in David Smith's Cubi sculptures. Smith, capable of

affording the staggering expense of large amounts of plate stainless steel,

welded the faces and edges of his volumes directly together. No internal

skeleton was necessary and, unlike pylon signs, 'the anti-structural consist-

ency of his sculptures was assured.

Considering the daring formalism of Smith's last pieces in the Cub;

series, an interesting case of mutual influence has been noted by the art

journals. The English sculptor Anthony Caro adopted Smith's idiom of

direct structural-steel welding shortly after a visit to America in 1961; in turn,

Caro became a noticeable influence on Smith's work after 1964. Some of

the last Cubi pieces (FIG. 38) are without a base-one of Smith's enduring

problems-and, in fact, show a sensitivity to the ground plane and a propensity

for irrational assembly found only in Caro's work (FIG. 39). Thus the vertical

"display" value of the pylon sign moved toward eclipse.

Concurrent with Smith's stainless-steel constructions, the closed box

form was used in sculptures by Donald Judd, Robert Morris, and Ann Truitt.

They and other creators of Minimal and Object sculpture made their box

forms from plywood at much less cost. But massiveness and precision de-

mand craft solutions which plywood could not yield. Thus, with the in-

creased salability of object sculpture, the tendency has been to rely more on

the commercial fabrications of plastics and metals.

While object sculpture represents a drive to move beyond traditional

modes of idealistic formalism, it also fills the plenum of possibilities developed

by industrial plastics. Since the Second World War a number of texts have

advertised the potential of plastics in sculpture. With a few exceptions the

sculptures illustrated have been classic cases of misalliance. Plastics have an

aggressive neutrality which runs counter to the emotionalism of most 123



39. Anthony Caro, Homage to David Smith, 1966.

figurative and semi-abstract work. In general plastics are equated with total

alienation of the senses. Hence, the implacability and resilient nature of

Object sculpture is aesthetically consistent with polyester resins, epoxy and

in fiberglass, formica laminates, and styrene.

Clearly invention has become an ascendant criterion in both technology

and sculpture; if doubt exists, then perhaps the following caption and ex-

planation from the New York Times (April 17, 1966) can dispel any lingering

skepticism. Here the idea of conjoined invention or mutants is sanctified

into an unsubtle parody of what could be called "consensus art" (FIG. 40) .
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. .. At Your Friendly Hybrid Dealer
Hybrid, a mass art object reflecting the 1965 tastes of savvy "art consumers,"

has finally been hatched. A bland construction of painted, neon trimmed Plexiglas

on an aluminum base, it was conceived last year by British artists Gerald Laing and

Peter Phillips. With midgit consumer research kits, they did a mass market study

of 137 art professionals; ran the results through a computer. Out came Hybrid's

profile. The process says Laing, "is the re-enactment of the motor industry tech-

niques. "



40. Gerald Laing and Peter Phillips, Hybrid, 1965.

The Scientific Model

Doubtless, machinery and the principles of mechanics have left their

mark on modern sculpture. However, science model making gave the artist

a more unworldly and idealistic vocabulary of sculptural forms. The sculptor

learned to invent by discovering the world about him, and, aside from visible

nature, the theoretical constructs of science constituted one of the most

exotic reservoirs of forms. In many instances these constructs resembled

nothing existent; thus their attraction was obvious. By the end of the nine-

teenth century display cases in every German mathematics department were

filled with exotic plaster casts and models of stringed figures; while in physics,

molecular, then atomic, models gave rise to a new and deceptive sensibility

concerning the real nature of space and matter. Indirectly, the sculptor's

ability to use these other worldly forms is tied to the scientific philosophy of

model making.

For hundreds of years scientists have attested to the value of models for

the development of new theories. The model serves as an analogy of a pro-

posed system or set of relationships, though not necessarily as a physical

object. In its function, the model is not too far removed from some of the 125
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purposes of sculpture. Models can be divided into two categories, the formal

and the substantive. Theformal model consists of mathematical relationships,

those instances when a set of equations for a theory may have terms in

common with the verified equations of another physical system. The category

of model which has caught the imagination of the sculptor is the substantive,

but only one type of that model.

Many substantive models are physical systems used as analogies to

explain other physical systems; for example, known facts about the flow of

liquids were used by Fourier to express his theory of heat conduction;

the kinetic theory of gases was compared to the activity generated by great

quantities of elastic particles in a defined space; and magnetism was ex-

plained in the nineteenth century, imperfectly, by the stresses encountered

in an elastic solid. A passion for physical analogies clarifying new theories

became so strong in the last century that scientists such as Lord Kelvin

rejected theories unless they could be explained with a physical model. A

need for visible conceptualization has still not diminished entirely among

scientists. It has its uses.

The other type of substantive model, and one that affected sculptors

above all, is the construction by the mathematician or physicist of a model

describing a theory in space. As an overview, these models are a means for

grasping certain facts about a system. The validity of these models revolves

around such concerns as: the state of the science employing the model, how

successful such models have been in the past, the fidelity achieved in trans-

ferring a nonvisual concept to a visual level, the degree and mode of ab-

straction which a model represents, the means of correcting or making known

distortions within a model, and the limitations of single-state models in

depicting processes.
The model gives the scientist the opportunity to inspect and build on the

theory embedded in it. And just as long as he is fully aware of the limitations

of his model, it should prove a stable basis for his projections. On the other

hand, inessential features, particularly in substantive models, may be mis-

leading. The model itself is occasionally mistaken for the theory.

In science, the model is a device for reviewing theoretical possibilities,

while its use, when adapted to sculpture, becomes an end in itself. For the

scientist, the model represents a subtle array of epistemological problems;

he is concerned with these because model making always implies some degree

of simplification or distortion.

The sculptor, on the other hand, was fascinated by the model because it

seemed to represent the creation of form purely through mental activity with

no reference to visible reality. The role of the model, particularly in atomic



41. Naum Gabo, Construction in Space, 1928.

theory, has declined since the early 1920's. However, at that time atomic and

mathematical models were first viewed by sculptors as exciting configura-

tions. The Constructivist sculptor especially found himself confronted with

the problem: How can the spirit of science be represented without debasing

it or duplicating its methods? The solution was to use the techniques of

model making, the unifying order of models, and especially their spatial

openness, without slavishly copying the concepts behind them.

While mathematical influences will be considered in the next few pages,

it is revealing to look at an early construction by Gabo (FIG. 41) illustrating

the model and its artistic use. The work might be a figure out of a text for

analytical geometry: being a convex conical surface generated by a line

revolving around a single point. The ends of the cone are obliquely truncated

and two opposing right angles at the apex define the cone's angle of rev-

olution. A set of curved lines symmetrically rotated connect the edges of each

cone with the apex. Yet this remains a study in pure spatial relationships, not

a theorem on the areas of conic sections.

In physics, such spatial relationships were first contrived in the 1870's

to represent the carbon molecule. Spatially, the atom was represented for the

first time by the Rutherford-Bohr model (1912). This nucleus surrounded by 127
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shells of revolving electrons has remained the most popular, if inaccurate,

representation of the atom. Eventually, this image of matter as "open" and

essentially disconnected became the ideal prototype for much open sculpture.

In a series of lectures given in 1926 Bertrand Russell expressed a doubt

shared by a growing number of physicists; he questioned the ultimate reality

of the solar model. Russell made the accurate prediction that perhaps future

provisional images of the atom would not be pictoral but relatable only

through mathematical formulae. The usefulness of quantum theory and

Heisenberg's uncertainty principle have since confirmed Russell's skepti-

cism. It was finally accepted that atomic particles, unlike matter of classical

physics, defied the laws of causality by appearing in different places without

traversing the points between. The physicist Schrodinger wrote of the "lack

of individuality of the particle. " In The Analysis of Malter (1927) Russell goes

into considerable detail over the shift from primitive perception of material

substances to a new scientific-philosophical position implying the end of

"sight-physics. "

That electrons are cloud formations or that wave and probability

characteristics cannot be adduced from ball and stick models is now well

understood. Yet for the purposes of basic education, such models, partic-

ularly molecular configurations, remain useful teaching devices. Moreover,

there existed almost a half-century time lag between the development of

ball and stick models and their modification in so-called "open-sculpture."

With time, it became increasingly clear to scul ptors that their works attempted

visible representation of the invisible relationships of physical reality. This

accounts in part for the steady dematerialization of sculpture from 1910 to

the 1950's. The model has been simply one way for the sculptor to cling to a

tenuous reality.
The effect that modern theories of space and matter have had upon

sculpture are in opposition to traditional ideas of form. Sculptors such as

Vantongerloo, Bill, Lippold, Bertoia, and the Pevsner brothers in particular

have been cognizant of the new space-time sensibilities, and one of their

problems has been to express these adequately in material form. Sculptors

wishing to express modern conscious reality, not primitive visual truth, but

the "truer" physicist's reality, have the same dilemma as the maker of

scientific models. With all the use of fragmented surfaces, string and wire

construction, reflective illusory surfaces and openness, Constructivist and

other types of formal expression remained essentially pre-I925. The images

of the sculptor may be illusive, breathtaking, exquisite-nevertheless, they

relate to a period when a ball-and-stick atomic model formed a creditable

picture of matter. It is ironic that some sculptors of the 1920's felt influ-



42. Kenneth Snelson, Atom, 1964.

enced by scientific models precisely at the time when models were beginning

to lose their importance for the mathematician and physicist. Moreover,

various types of object models used in the sciences have steadily given way

to field models (extremely difficult to represent spatially) and pure mathe-

matics. Yet many scientists concede that the decline of the physical model

has been a loss for purposes of conceptualization-making it now more

difficult to grasp problems through common-sense perception.

A recent attempt to depict the atom has been made by the structural

designer Kenneth Snelson. His Atom (FIG. 42) is a sculpture formed of con-

centric polyhedrons of touching metal rings, a configuration growing out

of the artist's long investigation of tension and compression elements and

their relation to molecular and atomic structure. This "atom" is significant

in that it attempts to present a visually logical model of tellurium. Here the 129



geometric qualities of the element coincide with the periodic table of electron

shells. Although it has yet to find favor among scientists, Snelson's atom

tries to define electrons spatially. About this he explains (July, 1966,

pp.174-175):

The picture of the atom we have now is a very garbled one; there is no consistent

picture existing through the different sciences. There is a magnetic atom, an optical

atom, a chemical atom, a spectroscopic atom, but they are all different atoms. I

feel these are quite arbitrary and essentially questions of convenience or even aes-

thetic judgement in some cases, about why something should be thought to be a

certain way when there is no evidence whatsoever that it is that way. So I think

I have a fairly consistent picture of an atom, although it cannot at this point do

what the scientists require of a model--that is give them more satisfactory sta-

tistical data than they have now.
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While abstract sculpture occasionally has a strong affinity with the

scientific model, sculpture as an imitation of the model is a theory hotly

refuted by the Constructivists, particularly Gabo. In an essay of 1937 his

position is that (1957, p. 169): "The shapes we are creating are not abstract,

they are absolute. They are released from an already existent thing in nature

and their content lies in themselves."

The constructing of objects free of visual allusions is a major tenet of

Constructivist and much post-Constructivist sculpture. Yet one cannot but

feel, on reviewing more of Gabo's work, that his constructions do in part

stem from scientific models. In the past Gabo has denied this. Nevertheless,

establishing the absolute apartness of the Constructivist approach is difficult.

Objects do not automatically arise out of the minds of men-without ref-

erence to the phenomenal world-and in recent years Gabo has stated as

much. In his essay On Constructive Realism (1948) Gabo explains the atti-

tudes people take in regarding the cognitive efforts of scientists and artists

(1957, p. 176). The gist of this is that the scientist verifies the images that he

constructs, while the public feels insecure with the unverified images of the

artist.

Gabo's example accounts for the defensive attitude which many artists

have had until quite recently. His word image could easily be replaced by the

word model. What Gabo implies is that the artist constructs his models of

reality-but without the hope of receiving some orthodox approval for them.

In the case of art, though, time and respected opinion seem to be the arbiters

of whose model (i.e., sculpture image) best expresses the realities and sen-

sations of a culture.

In scientific model making another area has become prominent since the



obsolescence of models in particle physics and in most fields of mathematics.

In the past fifteen years subcellular and molecular models have become vivid

instruments for comprehending the latest developments in biochemistry and

biophysics. Model-making technique has progressed to the point where tens

and even hundreds of thousands of dollars are spent on complex, and often

animated, models of biomolecular assemblies. The scientific convention and

technology museum have come into their own as showplaces for these

costly mockups. The uses by themakers of these models of vacuum-molded

transparent acrylics, brightly colored thermosetting plastics, polarized and

stroboscopic lighting, motor units and fluorescent-lighted large-scale pho-

tographic transparencies are, doubtless, every bit as innovational as any

sculpture produced today. An overlapping in both form and technique

exists between recent scientific models and the polychrome Object, and

Kinetic sculpture of the past few years. Sculptors, while their affinities for

the scientific model are less overt than a generation ago, are considerably

indebted to the recent breed of experimental model maker. It is not unknown

for artists to plunder each issue of Scientific American for its technical dia-

grams and illustrations.

In the physical sciences there is almost a discernible pattern in the

changing importance of model making. Visual models are constructed only

when a science has reached a stage where they are possible and visual con-

ceptualization is helpful; then, as the science develops, visual models are

forsaken in favor of mathematical analysis. This evolution has taken place

in many areas of atomic physics and mathematics. It is happening now in

biophysics. Important discoveries in biophysics in the past three decades

have popularized the visual evidences of organic molecular chains. Without

an emphasis on vitalism, as stressed before, much of the new sculpture has

been influenced by these recent models of subcellular mechanics. In time,

as submolecular activities become more important and more understood,

this type of biological model will possibly pass into obsolescence.

The most recent and useful models are computer-generated "simu-

lation" models of systems. It no longer helps to display a system as a static

entity. Rather, digital computer programs are devised to simulate the

history of finite states that comprise a given system as a set of chronological

instants. If a changing system-for example, a flexible solid or set of atomic

particles-is fundamentally altered in real time, one of the properties of a

model must be to study these changes and their interactions. Thus the com-

puter may approximate a dynamic system because it has the ability to

handle a number of variables simultaneously. In biology, industrial control,

logistics, and the social sciences these models are in practical use. In time 131



we may expect artists to devise their own computer simulations with visual

effects through computer display panels.

Where it does not manifest direct influence, the scientific model has

evidently taken hold of the form-producing functions of sculptors in terms

of spatial awareness and machine-precision finishes. The scientific model in

the first decades of this century opened a totally unexplored field of forms to

the sculptor, one not invested with functionalist overtones. And, though

ever larger sectors of science have become too abstract for the employment

of visual models, the sculptor's dependence on this type of influence has

grown-not decreased. It is hardly imprudent to predict that, as the model

maker is forced to invent new techniques to cope with the visual qualities

of kinetic and submicroscopic systems, the sculptor will not hesitate to use

them.
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Mathematical Influences

For a majority of critics mathematics and modern sculpture juxtaposed

have always seemed like Bunyan's "Slough of Despond," where the true

believer in art was destined to become mired in the pitilessness of formal

reasoning. Mathematical ideas have been influential in so-called nonob-

jective sculpture, but it is difficult to separate where artistic intuition left

off and mathematical intuition began. Moreover, much apparently geomet-

rical sculpture is the result of a desire for essence and simplification and less

a craving for geometry in any formal sense of the word. One can readily see

that Brancusi's shapes derive their simplicity from biotic origins; Picasso's

influential rod constructions of the late 1920's were essentially Surrealist;

many of the reductivist forms of the Bauhaus drew upon Neo-Platonic

ideas; while the majority of scul ptors working in a geometric idiom were

more impressed with technology than with the theoretical sciences.

There were exceptions, important ones. For a few sculptors mathematics

represented an invisible force, a powerful, wholly intelligent and man-made

cogency let loose upon the world. For these men both the physical forms and

the intellectual potency of mathematics represented a source of lofty inspi-

ration. There are several reasons for this. Chief among them is the fact that

modern formalism in sculpture is based not so much on the idea of impro-

visation, as in classical or figurative sculpture, but derives its vitality from

invention and discovery. As implied earlier in the discussion of models,

it seemed destined that the intriguing constructions of mathematical formu-

lae would with time be "discovered" by the artist.

For mathematical influences to have taken hold at all in the arts ne-

cessitated enormous prestige. Not only has the "queen of sciences" proven



itself as the greatest practical and theoretical tool, but some philosophers

believed that certain areas of mathematics provided the only reasonable

form of metaphysical speculation for the twentieth century. With such a

tool, questions of proof, limit, and identity could be weighed in the hope of

receiving rational answers not tied to sensory limitations or past metaphysi-

cal systematizing.

What appears plastically significant about the work of those few sculp-

tors who adopted mathematics as a stimulus for their formal inventions is

the type of mathematics chosen. In a progressive tendency these sculptors

expropriated three-dimensional forms from areas of geometry which grew

less sensual and metric. A parallel to this trend is clearly perceived when

Oswald Spengler characterizes the relationship between Greek sculpture

and classical mathematics. In "The Meaning of Numbers" (1918, pp. 46-47),

Spengler makes no mention of modern sculpture in his comparison of classi-

cal and modern Western mathematics. He defines the psychical and physical

conditions which tempered new approaches to numbers and spatial or-

dering; here he attempts to relate the classical notion of number to the

spatio-tactile qualities of Greek sculpture.

The most valuable thing in the Classical mathematics is its proposition that

number is the essence of all things perceptible to the senses. Defining number as

measure, it contains the whole world-feeling of a soul passionately devoted to the

"here" and the "now." Measurement in this sense means the measurement of some-

thing near and corporeal. Consider the content of the Classical art-work, say the

free-standing statue of a naked man; here every essential and important element of

Being, its whole rhythm, is exhaustively rendered by surfaces, dimensions and the

sensuous relations of parts .... The worked stone is only something insofar as it has

considered limits and measured form; what it is is what it has become under the sculp-
tor's chisel.

Spengler then elaborated the notion that classical mathematical think-

ing is by necessity tied to the finite tangibility of solid geometry. Everyday

perception, on the other hand, is not the impetus for Western modern mathe-

matics, rather, it is the idea of function: two terms logically related so that

the variable values of one correspond to those of the other. Imaginary points

in a given manifold-not classical two- or three-dimensional space-control

this new notion of mathematics. As in physics, reliance on the senses steadily

declined in mathematics; and the power of the new form, according to

Spengler, arose from its ability to create pure thought images-an idea which

also occurs to the modern sculptor.

In another comparison Spengler proposed a second parallel between

the two mathematical philosophies. He insisted that the essence of classical 133



mathematics lay in construction, while every operation, the new mode of

manipulation, "denies appearances." Dematerialization of sculpted form

has its basis, not only in physics and technology, but in the thought processes

of the mathematician. What is more, the overview of the mathematician

increasingly becomes less concerned with the local proportional properties

of objects and their magnitudes and more concerned with, as Spengler puts

it, the "general morphology of mathematical operation."

This same morphological concern pervades sculpture. The immense

enthusiasm of many nonobjective sculptors during the first half of the

twentieth century grew out of their faith in the inexhaustibility of formal

relationships and appearances. The feeling prevailed that form had in-

trinsic morphological channels open to exploration and exploitation in the

same way that whole families of forms, real or imaginary, were open to

Gaussian and topological analysis.

Concurrent with these realizations emerged an obvious source of "pure

form"-the mathematical model. Here a certain element of Neo-Platonic

idealism took hold of the sculptor's desire to go beyond the meaning of the

physical object. Mathematical models derived their existence, not from

nature or the man-made environment, but from the purely mental con-

structs of man. They were, to parallel Arp's explanation of art, "the fruit

of the brain."
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The priority by which nonobjective sculptors investigated post-Eucli-

dean geometries closely approximated the chronological order of discovery

of these geometries by mathematicians. Not surprisingly the first severely

abstract work-that of the geometrical Cubist sculptors-approached forms

derived from the solid geometry which is an extension of Euclid's plane ge-

ometry. With other Cubists, Archipenko occasionally, and more with early

Lipchitz and Henri Laurens, the notion of embedded rectilinear form is never

actually tied to geometry in any theoretical sense.

Yet the impending presence of a mathematical consciousness could be

detected in Georges Vantongerloo's Spherical Construction of 1917. This

artist's approach to nonobjective sculpture was unique for several reasons-

not least of all for his understanding of the implications of modern formal

analysis applied to art. He was probably the first avant-garde sculptor to

acknowledge openly the use of a system of geometrical proportions (FIGS.

43, 44). Taking his lead from the proportional systems devised or redis-

covered by the builders of Gothic cathedrals, Vantongerloo proposed an

overlay of geometrical construction lines for the orthographic views of his

constructions, claiming a higher validity for his proportions than for those
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43. Georges Vantongerloo, Drawingfor a Construction

in an Inscribed and Circumscribed Square

of a Circle, 1924.

44. Georges Vantongerloo, Construction in an Inscribed

and Circumscribed Square of a Circle, 1924.

reached by intuitive judgment. For most avant-garde sculptors of that time

all canons of mathematical proportions were identified with the various

academies-hence attempts to employ methods of classical divisioning were

considered an attempt to return to the beaux-arts tradition. This kind of

traditional methodology the modern sculptor rejected, favoring intuitive

manipulation of composition as a means to personal freedom. Hence, in

many quarters, among sculptors who otherwise would have been sympa-

thetic to Vantongerloo's efforts, a great deal of antipathy and misunder-

standing existed toward his unashamed use of mathematics.

By 1919 Vantongerloo converted to Neo-Plasticism with its obsession

for right-angle geometry. In line with Mondrian and Doesburg, he regarded

symmetrical composition as classical sterility and the death of form gen-

eration; however, his use of a Gothic proportioning system, through a rather

carefree choice of intersecting lines which only define the corners of his

rectilinear constructions is arbitrary if not needless. This is not unlike com-

puting the structural members for a building from standard handbook 135



values by substituting for unknowns a throw of the dice. It is clear that Van-

tongerloo relied on intuitive approximation for deriving his forms as much

as any sculptor; it was the mathematical protocol used to arrive at these

intuitions that upset most of his critics. This extraordinary mixture of pre-

cision and randomness might be called the integration of ritual and mathe-

matical efficacy.

By 1929 a notable change had occurred with Vantongerloo's choice of

mathematical tools. Instead of plane figures, diagonals, and bisecting lines

according to Euclidean principles, Vantongerloo's Construction Based on

an Equilateral Hyperbola: XY =K (FIGS. 45, 46) derives directly from the

methods of Cartesian analytical geometry; and, as Spengler had earlier

pointed out, the algebraic geometry of Descartes formed the first significant

move away from the classical sensibilities of point, line, plane, and nega-

tive space. Here the sculptor used a Cartesian coordinate system with para-

bolic trajectories described by the equation of his title. This new mathe-

matics does not alter the arbitrariness of Vantongerloo's proportions, but

it does give them a horizontal elongated elegance missing from his earlier

compact works. With these Cartesian-derived constructions the masses be-

come thinner, more open, and cantilevered to an extreme. These manifes-

tations might have had more to do with the development of Vantongerloo's

sense of spatial consciousness than with the change in geometry itself. How-

ever, the horizontal slenderness of some of these constructions coincides

with the limits of infinity derived from the upper values of his paraboloidal

forms.

In time Vantongerloo chose the best course by ignoring critics who at-

tacked him for giving some of his sculptures equations for titles. One answer

posed the rhetorical question: why shouldn't a sculptor name his works

after equations, doesn't this make as much sense as naming them after

people, emotions, poetic imagery, or ideals? In an essay of 1927 Vantonger-

100 gave an eloquent defense of the scientific rationale applied to sculpture

(1948, p. 22):

To say that I wish to create a purely mathematical art is as absurd as to say that

anyone creates by pure intuition. Mathematics is only the means, the instrument,

used as one uses hammer and chisel to cut marble .... Mathematics helps us under-

stand the relations existing between geometrical forms. The new art, being abstract

in the positive sense of the word, is created by abstract forms and means.
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During the 1920's and 1930's investigation of mathematical form

through the medium of sculpture centered around Paris, primarily through

Vantongerloo and Pevsner, though later with Bill and Gabo. It would hardly
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45. Georges Vantongerloo, Drawing for a Construction

Based on an Equilateral Hyperbola, XY = K, 1929.

46. Georges Vantongerloo, Construction Based on an

Equilateral Hyperbola, XY = K, 1929.

be accurate to suggest that the mathematical influence held sway outside

the sphere of these few committed artists. Mathematics did not bring about

the coherence of a group effort. More important was its reductivist and

form-giving influence on later generations.

Antoine Pevsner's constructions in the 1920's consisted mainly of sheet

copper and plastic, often fitted together with machine screws. As a student

Pevsner had an aptitude for geometry. Partly as a consequence of this, his

precise and elegant constructions of the 1920's-often a mixture of symme-

tries-displayed one of this century's subtlest minds focused on the con-

struction of planar relationships. 137



47. Antoine Pevsner, Developable Surface, 1936.

48. Antoine Pevsner, Developable Column, 1942.



In an interview that appeared in L'Oeil in 1956 Pevsner spoke of be-

ginning a search (about 1930) for a new kind of surface. A sketch of 1933

showing developments of skew and radial lines became the obvious genesis

for a subsequent discovery. The new technique made its appearance in a

construction of 1935; one plane of this is a section of a hyperbolic para-

boloid. Interestingly enough, an engineer at Dreux (1933) built the first

two-sided cantilevered paraboloidal structure. By 1935 in Paris the future

of such constructions was discussed at a construction engineers' convention.

Pevsner's first work in his mature style appeared in 1936, Developable

Surface (FIG. 47). Since then steady confusion has resulted from the sculp-

tor's occasional habit of naming his constructions after this mathematically

descriptive surface. Somehow the impression circulated that Pevsner used

calculations and that this was work preceded by the use of mathematical

logic, hence, not sensual sculpture. This is hardly true since the developable

surface-a singly-curved surface (a plane curved in only one direction) found

in descriptive and differential geometry-became Pevsner's means for liber-

ating the surfaces of his constructions from the limitations of Euclidean

planes and edges. It mainly gave the artist both an extremely rich surface

texture and a flexibility in joining straight-line edges to curved surfaces.

Moreover, Pevsner's technique for constructing surfaces with rows of bronze

wire demanded several brazing temperatures and an extraordinary degree

of skill and patience. A series of exotic interlocking surfaces resulted; never-

theless, it should be pointed out that the underlying hypothesis of Con-

structivist sculpture technique always focused on lines and edges generated

by planes, rarely on surfaces for their own sake.

In the sculptor's Projection into Space (1938-1939) and Developable

Column (FIG. 48) lie certain immediate similarities-at least to the layman-

between these constructions and mathematical models. Pevsner throughout

his life adamantly denied this. And Mme. Pevsner in the 1956 L'Oeil inter-

view recounts in this respect the outcome of the 1952 "Art of the Twentieth

Century" exhibition in Paris. At that time students and professors from the

Sorbonne spent much time and effort taking measurements of Pevsner's con-

structions in order to determine whether they contained traces of mathemati-

cal systems or formulae. In every case the results were negative.

Generally speaking, a construction such as Pevsner's Developable

Column may have some connection formally with the string model for a left-

hand helical convolute, yet it is impossible from the sculpture itself to

construct the helicoidal line which could generate the required tangents.

Formally, the beauty of the Developable Column lies, not in any mathemati-

cal associations, but in Pevsner's genius for making a relatively simple sur- 139



face visually inobvious. One convoluted edge of the construction is tucked

into the darkened interior of the piece, so that there is in no sense an abrupt

ending; the other edge swings up in an arc intersecting the turning plane at

the center of the work. Pevsner often repeated the idea of inducing the eye

to follow the perpendicular path of his serrated surfaces, thus instigating

some intriguing perceptual ambiguities.
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Naum Gabo, the slightly younger brother of Pevsner, has been the

more theoretically inclined of the two men. Gabo's training in engineering,

mathematics, physics, and medicine has helped to produce one of the most

thoughtful artistic minds ever to write on the relationships between art and

science. As was evident from previous quotes by Gabo, both he and his

brother admit to being susceptible to the spirit and beauty of the scientific

method-yet consistently he has eschewed all direct scientific influences.

One aspect of controversy centers about the influence of certain types of

mathematical models on Constructivist works.

In a letter written some ten years ago to the author, Gabo suggested

that there is (or was) an evolution of visual influences which determined the

form conception of Constructivist sculpture: this begins with the stereo-

metric constructions of the human figure, proceeding from there to ideas

analogous with building technology, from there to scientific apparatus, and

ends with the liberation of the artist, leaving him free to devise from his own

mental constructs. As if he was thinking of a pilgrimage of the spirit, Gabo

envisioned the artist (and there is good reason to think that he was writing

of his own experience) as a soul taken by the technological spirit yet free of

its functionalism. As a result Gabo's images from the 1920's and 1930's

slowly evolved from utilitarian appearances toward the purely conceptual.

Mathematical influences in Gabo's constructions appear more sensual

than theoretical, having more to do with the optical consistency of mathe-

matical models-in terms of their airiness, fragility, and intricacy-than

with formal meaning. Some time ago the author asked Gabo what mathe-

matical training he thought would be useful for a nonfigurative sculptor.

None was needed, insisted Gabo, but a practical knowledge of descriptive

geometry would be helpful in plotting and fitting together various planar

patterns. Beyond this, he stated, a grasp of modern mathematics would be

helpful.

Vestiges of projective and analytical geometry appear in Gabo's con-

structions during the later 1920's and 1930's. It is not doing an injustice to

Gabo's work to point out that he recognized the incredible ethereality of the

stringed and transparent model and sought to heighten this singular effect.



Moreover, Gabo was one of the first pioneers of modern art to perceive

the engineering potential in the theoretical constructions of scientists. His

linear constructions of the 1940's (FIG. 49) have a clear antecedent in the

string models of a number of ruled surfaces. Nylon and plexiglas are the

means by which Gabo stressed their visual penetrability. Yet perhaps the

most significant investigation of the artist, touching nearer the core of

modern geometrical concerns, began with his Spheric Theme series in 1937

(FIG. 50). The prototype for this series was made in opaque plastic, while

later versions were transparent. In a subsequent statement Gabo reiterated

that no graphic picture of space as it was known to science satisfied him,

thus his desire to create upon the Spheric Theme, a symbol of space folding

back upon itself as an infinite loop. The edges of this construction resemble

the pattern in three dimensions created by the seams of a baseball. The sur-

face from which these edges are created remains impossible to fabricate

from a single flat sheet of plastic. If the Spheric Theme were flattened, it

would resemble a circular disk with a circular hole in its center, except that

it would contain twice the circumference of a regular circle. Topologically

this represents a circular disk, but, according to a topologist, one that has

been stretched or deformed so as to actually contain two flat disks cut open

and attached edge to edge.

50. Naum Gabo, Translucent Variation on Spheric Theme,

1951 version of 1937 original.

49. Naum Gabo, Linear Construction, 1942.



Topology is the study of the innate properties of objects in space. These

properties remain unaffected by changes in magnitude, position, or pro-

portion and are only altered by the tearing or joining of an object's parts.

Recalling Spengler's characterization of modern mathematics, it seems that

many nonobjective sculptors, including Gabo, became less concerned with

proportional metric relationships and more interested in the universal proper-

ties of planes, edges, penetrations, and spaces. This, then, became the basis

of new sculptural formalism. Insideness and outsideness, connectivity, com-

plex symmetry, and ambiguity-while they were intriguing properties for

the topologist to ponder from the point of view of mathematical logic-

became the most important plastic considerations for Gabo and other form-

alist sculptors.

Half a generation younger than the other sculptors just discussed, Max

Bill is the incarnation of an artist whose inspiration stems from mathemati-

cal lucidity. Born in Switzerland, Bill's multiple roles as an architect, writer,

designer, teacher, and painter have not prevented him from making some

of the most powerful formalist works to be found in modern sculpture. Bill's

first constructions were coincident with his membership in the Abstraction-

Creation group in Paris during the 1930's. Unlike Gabo and Pevsner, Bill

has always been quite open about his debt to mathematics, and in particu-

lar the visual enigmas of that science. In an essay on his working philosophy

Bill has stated (quoted in Maldonado, 1955, p. 37):

The mainspring of all visual art is Geo-metry, the correlation of elements on a

surface or in space. Thus, even as mathematics is one of the essential forms of pri-

mary thought and consequently one of the principal means by which we take cogni-

zance of the world that surrounds us, it is also intrinsically a science of the relation-

ship of object to object, group to group and movement to movement .... Such

mathematical representations have long been known to us. They emanate undeniable

aesthetic appeal such as goes out from mathematical space-models, as, for instance,

those that stand in the Musee Poincare in Paris.
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Continuing in the same essay:

The mystery of mathematical problems, the inexplicableness of space, the near-

ness of distance of the infinite, the surprise afforded by a space beginning on one side

and ending in a different form on another side, congruent with the first; limitations

without fixed boundary lines; the manifold which is nonetheless unity; uniformity

which is changed by the presence of a single stress; a Field of Force; parallels that

meet and the infinite that turns back upon itself as presence; and then again the

square, in all its stability, the straight line untouched by relativity, and the curve,

each point of which forms a straight line,-all these things that do not seem to have



bearing on our daily needs are nevertheless of the greatest significance. These forces

with which we are in contact are the elemental forces underlying all human order

and are present in all forms of order which we recognize.

Clearly Bill uncovered something forgotten since the Renaissance; he

revealed the sensuality of a form logic long under the veil of austerity and

hyperintellectualism. His words are those of an artistic mentality convinced

of the special visual logic of the mathematical model. A bystander could

claim that his images are more "mathematics" and less artistic than, say,

the constructions of Gabo. Inasmuch as the core of formal logic is made

manifestly clear in a sculpture by Bill, this contains a grain of truth. How-

ever Gabo's forte continues to reside in the transcendent power of his images,

and Bill's in the transformation of formal relationships.

Bill's special fascination with topology is perhaps due to the fact that

topological properties are the most innate and unchanging to be found in

three-dimensional objects. While this is a meaningless game for the layman,

objects can be twisted and distorted beyond recognition without losing their

topological characteristics in terms of edges, faces, and vertices. The metric

properties (straightness, the measurement of angles and edges, cross-section-

al areas, etc.) of the other geometries do not afford this type of plasticity. In

this respect Bill's approach to making sculpture represents an important

aspect of modern stylistics: the intention of the artist to use the same mathe-

matical-structural properties repeatedly, though distorting them so that

they remain unrecognizable as the original configuration. By doing this

Max Bill demonstrates both a topological truth and an artistic principle:

there are no "perfect forms," only the ability of the artist to reveal meaning-

ful aspects of the same reality.

Toward the middle of the nineteenth century the German mathema-

tician and astronomer A. G. Mobius discovered that a single strip of paper

could have only one edge and one side. This was accomplished by twisting

one end of the strip 1800 before joining the two ends together. Since dis-

covery, the Mobius strip has become one of the key visual examples of the

topologist's special logic. As a construction with the unique property of one

side, the Mobius band inspired Max Bill to create from it a series of vari-

ations.

One of the first, if not the first, is the Endless Ribbon (FIG. 51), a rather

closed, undulant, ribbon shape. The same Mobius band appears in a polished

brass form called Monoangulated Surface in Space (FIG. 52). Here the ribbon

shape has been altered to a near cylinder where the twisted edge is promi-

nently exposed so that it runs symmetrically traversing the bottom of the

piece. Again the Mobius band took the form of a split ribbon of brass, as 143
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Continuous Surface in the Form of a Column (FIG. 53). Bill chose to twist the

top of this column at right angles with the bottom, so that one band of

polished brass slowly twists 900 while the other moves through 2700. The

Mobius band takes form again in a deceptive construction entitled Tran-

sition (1958): locked in a flat sheet of steel is a small ribbon turned 1800 and

smoothly joined at top and bottom to the interior edges of the sheet surface.

Fashioned in different materials, placed in different positions, and designed

to exploit different plastic properties of the same configuration, topologi-

cally these four sculptures are the same piece.

Ambiguity through spatial deception thus remains the modus operandi

of much of Max Bill's sculpture. However, and this is important for any

quality found in a scientific model and appropriated for artistic purposes,

visual ambiguity is not the purpose of the mathematical model; visual ambi-

guity is simply the characteristic of a formal property which the sculptor

later notices. Moreover, most three-dimensional topological models possess

a level of complexity which makes them awkward and confusing as sculpture.

Much of the visual ambiguity attained by Gabo, Pevsner, and Bill in

their work has a basis in seeming irrationality of continuous plane surfaces

in three dimensions. In all cases these ambiguities are aesthetically valid

only if a viewer first feels that he understands the form and its construction

-but then realizes that its Gestalt is more complicated than he first sup-

posed. Initial simplicity is necessary to evoke this "poetic indecision." If

this is prevented by the overcomplicated ness of a configuration, a sculpture

readily loses its power as a strong aesthetic statement-no matter how logi-

calor unique it may be as a mathematical statement.

What is too much ambiguity? Most three-space topological figures are

not only more complicated than the Mobius band, they are ugly. Their

multiple twists, handles, punctures, holes, embedments, and cross-caps are

much too ungainly and inelegant to be used purely as sculpture-or as sculp-

ture as we know it now. Furthermore, most topology concerns itself with

configurations and hypothetical spaces virtually unreproducible in three-

dimensional form. Thus purist topologists often refuse to look at two- and

three-dimensional figures for inferences. They prefer the lucidity of written

mathematics because of the deceptions encountered in models constructed

in real space.

For the reasons above it is not surprising that the use of topological

exploration has not been carried further by sculptors. As in the case of physi-

cal models, used for sculptural purposes, there came a point in the 1950's

when mathematical models were "used up" and those remaining suffered

an analogous fate of conceptual invisibility. Theory in mathematics has out-



51. Max Bill, Endless Ribbon, 1935-1953.

52. Max Bill, Monoangulated Surface in Space, 1959.

53. Max Bill, Continuous Surface in the Form

of a Column, 1953-1958.



54. Edwin Hauer, Identical and

Complementary Volumes, 1958.

55. Claes Oldenburg, Dual Hamburgers, 1962.

stripped the efforts of sculptors to use it meaningfully. This stasis will eventu-

ally confront all attempts to imitate scientific reality on the iconic level.

In the last few years the tendency has been to forsake the appearances

of mathematical models in favor of mathematical principles applied to neu-

tral objects. As a result, ideas on sculptural symmetry have been broadened.

One way is through three-dimensional lattice structures. The Austrian-

American sculptor Erwin Hauer pioneered the use of industrial molding

techniques in plastics. His Identical and Complementary Volumes (FIG. 54)

utilizes the properties of the mathematical "supercircle," which he dis-

covered for himself. Besides being continuous, the spaces on both sides of

the partitioning surface are homologous-that is, they are identical and fit

inside each other. More obvious uses of the lattice, relying on binocular eye

traversal, are Morellet's sphere of aluminum rods (see Chapter Six, FIG. 95)

and Sol Lewitt's (see Chapter Four, FIG. 75).

Ever since the beginning of this decade, a "cool" bilateral symmetry has

invaded both Pop and Object sculpture, resulting in an aggressive iconicism

of dual but not absolutely congruent images. Claes Oldenburg's Dual Ham-

burgers (FIG. 55) is one example; irregularities in Oldenburg's repeated form

soften and humanize an otherwise sterile duplication.146



56. Donald Judd, Untitled, 1965.

More than anything else, the efforts of the Minimal or Object sculptors

characterize the mathematical intentions of this decade. At first glance these

formalists appear to have navigated a full-circle return to Cubist and non-

objective sculpture with their reliance on the shapes of solid geometry. How-

ever, the meaning of Object sculpture revealingly intimates much about the

destinity of three-dimensional art. The cones, pyramids, cubes, rectangular

solids, regular polyhedrons, and spheres of Object sculpture are an implicit

admission that the eternal verities of Pythagorean solids are the stuff from

which sculpture is made-and always will be. With Object sculpture come

no conscious, rational attempts to borrow the formal sensuality of the un-

exploited mathematical model; rather, it offers tacit admission that the

mathematical model can no longer solve the iconic problems of sculpture.

Nevertheless, a number of stripped-down, present-generation Object sculp-

tures utilize formal principles employed by the Constructivists of the 1920's.

One reused device is the three-dimensional optical illusion produced by vari-

ous continuous knot-figures of interlocking symmetry. Again, attempts to

use more complex knot figures for sculptural purposes are likely to degener-

ate into configurations both cumbersome and unpleasing.

What is happening completely realizes Spengler's analysis of modern

geometry-"the liberation of geometry from the visual." The regular solids

of Object sculpture are Platonic essences which could be termed manipu-

latable n values-their proportions, both physical dimensions and the spaces

between them, are the results of mathematical functions. These disembodied

means of handling mathematical reality (not measurable forms) are free of

the effects of measured magnitude and sensually definable space. For in-

stance, Donald Judd in the past three or four years has employed set theory

in positioning the modular units of his wall reliefs (FIG. 56). Here sets, defined

as numerical values, have nothing to do with dimension or finite proportion

generated through Euclidean space perception, but transcend the intuitive-

concrete to become extensions of pure process and transformation. Sculp- 147



ture becomes "thingified " by means which cannot be perceived except

through the rules for ordering finite or infinite sets of abstract points in a

given continuum.

Spengler prophesied this very event as it happened in mathematics and

is happening in sculpture (1918, p. 65): "Geometry became analytical and

dissolved all concrete forms, replacing the mathematical bodies from which

the rigid geometrical values had been obtained, by abstract spatial relations

which in the end ceased to have any application at all to sense-present phe-

nomena. "
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Space. Scale. and Structure

One lesson the modern sculptor has learned, which is implicit in the

sculpture of the last sixty years, is that considerations of scale, proportion,

space, and structure are largely irrelevant-in any case, very personal. Scale

and proportion are mainly remnants left over from classical formalism; space

is a fiction which derives topicality from painting theory, while the most that

can be claimed for structure is that it is not a literal, physical problem, but

a multilayered theoretical concern which mayor may not fit into a sculptor's

intentions.

This may be difficult to accept at face value, since in sculpture criti-

cism such terms appear with some regularity. These references to physical

qualities are vestigial remainders of an earlier vocabulary, one devised to

cope with an art form that took up space as did architecture and received

rational consideration in terms of mass and physical presence. The analyses

of space, scale, and structure were probably relevant to a form of sculpture

that we thought of as a pre-Renaissance storytelling medium and as an ad-

junct to architecture. In the present era, when sculpture often serves as a

model for purely conceptual purposes-admitting no precise relationship to

either man or environs-the qualitative and quantitative factors for ap-

praising sculpture must rest on another set of criteria.

Until a few years ago nonobjective sculpture was entitled to the im-

precision of allowing us to assign it hypothetical characteristics as if these

were physical-perceptual properties of the work. Epistemologically, the

scientist is trained to accept properties of the models he uses as being sym-

bolic of other physical attributes. As to the limitations of his models, he

accepts them with a certain amount of good will and resignation. No one

denies the sculptor his freedom to talk about the space he feels he has con-

structed, except that there is the danger that he constructs an invisible fan-

tasy world for himself, one with little or no relation to the objects he makes.

The scientist can do this because the models he constructs are abstractions



with assigned values. For the sculptor, though, there seemed to be a growing

discrepancy between his conceptual understanding of what, for instance,

constitutes space and his resources for fashioning sensually adequate para-

digms of these spaces.

Space as an active plastic concern of the sculptor grew out of the Post-

Impressionist and Cubist realization that pictorial space could be reordered

at will; that is, local distortions and depth compression could affect a paint-

ing just as could changes of color.

In nineteenth-century sculpture, space, if it had any meaning at all,

embodied characteristics assigned by the physicists of Classical Greece. These

were localizing assumptions based on the dominance of objects over sur-

rounding but invisible space. One theory held that space formed the inner

boundary of containing structures; space in this case only existed inside of

objects, hence, space could be defined by the dimensions of objects-this is

Aristotle's theory of "place." Another theory defined space only in the im-

mediate area of objects-for practical purposes an accurate description of

how space and sculpture are still conceived today. Another spatial notion,

that of betweenness-which has so influenced architectural theory-has a

relatively short history of thirty or forty years in modern sculpture.

Very little thinking-even in modern sculpture-embodies the com-

mon-sense absolutes of Newtonian space: isotropism, infinite extension in

all directions, and point definition in terms of a three-dimensional coordi-

nate system. These ideas have been mainly restricted to Neo-Plastic theory.

In the nineteenth century non-Euclidean geometry first attempted to ques-

tion the priority of a three-dimensional continuum; it went on to hypothe-

size spaces and objects with both greater and lesser dimensions. The in-

vention of mathematics capable of handling continuums of more than three

dimensions made twentieth-century theoretical physics a possibility. And if

four- or five-dimensional continuums have consistently appealed to the

sculptor's sense of plastic involvement, of spatial fantasy, the translation of

such an idea into an object with any palpable meaning has so far been im-

possible.

Archipenko deserves credit for the first systematic rethinking of the

function of space in sculpture. He helped to change the sculptural awareness

of space from something totally taken for granted to a prime concern, one

quite abused by many sculptors. This misuse was hardly Archipenko's fault,

but very much like the mystical concern for an elan vital; space too was in-

visible and consequently fair game for the concoction of aesthetic fairy tales.

Helpful journalists sawall kinds of "spaces" that never did and never could 149
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exist. There were also concrete contributions to the sensing of sculptural

space.

According to Archipenko, sculpture had been thought of as shape em-

bedded in space. Moreover, space proper began at the outer limits of an

object-very much as the Greek physicists had thought of it. This was com-

mon-sense perception. Archipenko's contribution was to reverse this re-

lationship, surrounding, as it were, space with sculpture (all other twentieth-

century exploitations of space and "open sculpture" stem from this dis-

covery). Archipenko accomplished this in two ways: by complete pene-

tration of his sculptures, in Woman Combing Her Hair (FIG. 57), and by

hollowed-out negative surfaces in sculptures, as in the Concaves. Some of

Archipenko's early works are masterpieces in both forms.

Barbara Hepworth has mentioned the intense feeling of achievement

that came with carving a hole directly through a sculpture (FIG. 58), which

she attempted first in 1931. Not intending to create a negative silhouette,

she rather intended in making these penetrations to make an inside to her

carvings. Often she seductively emphasized this insideness with the use of

brilliant yellow and white paint. The viewer is very much lured by the in-

viting brightness of these lightened spaces. One is reminded of Gaston

Bachelard's essay, "The Dialectics of Outside and Inside" (1958, pp. 211-

231), where he writes of the "interior immensity" and spatial dizziness that

can result even from small spaces that lend themselves to sudden accessibility.

Very frequently Naum Gabo's "Realist Manifesto" (1920) has been

quoted as one of the first affirmations in sculpture of space as a primary

concern. Gabo saw, quite correctly, the old concept of monolithic sculpture

as a denial of the presence of space. In an interview with the artists Ilya Bolo-

towsky and Lassaw in 1956, Gabo speaks of the absence ofa conscious aware-

ness of space in earlier art. At the time of his "Manifesto" educated members

of Gabo's generation were just becoming aware of the role of space in scien-

tific theory. "It was in the air," according to Gabo, and it was the task of the

sensitive artist to pick up its implications. In another essay written for Circle

in 1937 Gabo affirms the perceptual properties of space and the fact that

one could be made conscious of space in the same manner as one is con-

scious of sound or light impinging on the senses. He states (1957, p. 168):

Up to now, the sculptors have preferred the mass and neglected or paid very little

attention to such an important component of mass as space. Space interested them

only insofar as it was a spot in which volumes could be placed or projected. It had to

surround masses. We consider space from an entirely different point of view. We

consider it as an absolute sculptural element, released from any closed volume, and

we represent it from inside with its own specific properties.



57. Alexander Archipenko, Woman Combing

Her Hair, 1915.

58. Barbara Hepworth, Hollow Form (Penwith ) , 1955-1956.
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Following the Constructivists and Picasso, Giacometti, Calder, Uhl-

mann, Smith, Lippold, Lardera, Kricke and Lassaw were but the best-known

sculptors working before 1960 who conceived of space as a point of de-

parture for their designs. In regard to space, one thing must be kept in mind.

The material reductivism which had been so important as a trend had its

limits. Beyond the fine wire constructions of Lippold and the empty glass

boxes of Larry Bell (FIG. 59) nothing exists which can be called sculpture.

Whatever is beyond consists of space undisturbed by visible material form.

Even the modern rhetoric surrounding spatial plasticism was largely limited

and experimentally exhausted by the end of the 1930's; what has continued

for the most part is improvisation on ideas generated by Archipenko, Picas-

so, and the Constructivists.

Space, as a source of expression, has become a dead issue for the present

generation. Even when pressed into service, the challenge of space has been

a latent concern, an aesthetic afterthought. Sculpture, moreover, has always

been dominated by image makers-s-and the more immaterial sculpture

became, the more important seemed the concept of the iconic "image." Pure

spatial expression is one of the unrequited longings of our age. This desire

to embody space without matter-s-like music-s-fulfills a profound striving

of Western technology. This is to produce effect without the hindrance or

fallibility of objects. With all the theories of four-, five-, and n-dimensional

space, sculpture remains bound by Newton's rectilinear coordinate system~

fixed, uncurved, absolute-s-and a prisoner of this earthly continuum. Ways

may arise which change this condition, but likely it will not be the province

of sculpture to find them.

To accept a scale or a theory of proportions for constructional purposes

seems to be a need of the past. The so-called rules for visual judgment

have become casualties of modern art as Euclidean geometry and Aris-

totelian logic have been bypassed by developments in mathematics. What

is human scale~if this is our criterion for building? We can take our choice,

and they grow daily, from a four-mat Japanese teahouse, the Parthenon,

the Palazzo Farnese, the Crystal Palace, to the Seagram's Building.

Even those few sculptors who have employed formal rules of proportion

have not met with results discernibly superior to those of sculptors working

from a basis of sensitive intuition. Mathematics, whatever its success in

sculpture, has flourished because of the allure of physical images, not through

techniques. Mathematical incantation may have helped the morale of a

sculptor but not the work itself. And the phrase "good proportions," which

we hear less today, usually means that the speaker is more familiar with one

set of proportions than another.



59. Larry Bell, Untitled, 1966.

However, there is an important basis for proportional systems in the

history of sculpture. When Lysippus, late in the fourth century B.C., impro-

vised a new system that helped to outmode the canons of Polyclitus, he was

in effect altering his contemporaries' view of the human body. Sculpture as

an idealization of the human form has always had some kind of ultimate

goal, and constant, but slight, proportional shifts have been one means of

realization. No such biological basis of measurement exists presently. In the

1920's Vantongerloo's mathematical proportioning for his sculpture met

with ridicule. Le Corbusier's Le Modular was an ambitious attempt to imple-

ment such a standard for architecture, though too little is yet known about

biological organization on all levels to make such a scale valid, much less to

use it properly. Presently ominous, more than the lack of a metric system of

proportions, is the possibility that with continued technological exploitation

of materials (organic and nonorganic) no scale is within range. Sculpture

with its present fluctuations between miniaturization and giantism seems to

reflect that apprehension. 153
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All sculpture cannot help but be structural though its raison d'etre is

never structure. This applies to structure as a connected system of forces

enabling sculpture to stand erect (i.e., physical structure), and it applies to

structure as visual metaphor simulating patterns which mirror our under-

standing of absolute reality. Unlike painting, sculpture has the added com-

plexity of somehow unalterably combining the two.

In scientific circles structure as a means of interpreting all phenomena

has gradually replaced the old Aristotelian notion oiform, In the past, visual

indexes, biological and nonorganic, were set up according to form templates

proscribed by the various sciences. Yet, the analytic forces of science have

more and more replaced the old templates, which were essentially patterns

of visual identification, with more thorough studies in underlying structure.

Fifty years ago Fry's study in "significant form" opened new vistas for the

contemplation of sculpture, but as yet no study in "significant structure" has

made an appearance. The place of structure in modern sculpture is one of

the most ambiguous and unanalyzed relationships in the entire area of aes-

thetic analysis. Structure, if it exists in any concrete form in sculpture, is

probably a multilayered concept that includes at least three or four defi-

nitions: structure as a material-structural analysis of how sculpture stands,

or as mirrored in a specific scientific-constructive idea, or as an aspect of

the historical stylistic continuum of sculpture, or as a part of the communi-

cative potential of sculpture.

One fact seems to be emerging about the nature of structure. The feeling

for it is such an integral part of the scientific apparatus, and so important

for our grasp of physical and conceptual patterns, that any fundamental

change in the scientific approach to structure does affect our apprehension

and valuation of structure in art. As Margit Staber has pointed out in an

excellent essay on concrete painting (Kepes, 1965, pp. 165-185), this has

been happening throughout the twentieth century. It refers back to the prob-

lem of models and the necessarily invisible nature of many models of struc-

ture. Also perceivable about structure is its emotive power: often appearing

rational and cold-but just as often illogical and unsure through a kind of

artistic perversity.

Perhaps because the concept of homogeneous structure is regarded as

one of the more powerful symbols of rationality, most sculptors dealing

with abstraction choose structured formats with an element of chaos. More-

over, the dialectics of art seem to demand that a sculptor make irrational

structures seem rational and vice versa. In addition, structural irrationality

was a part of sculpture before this century. But then it had more to do with



using materials improperly, especially overextending the tensile strength of

stone, than with structure as theory.

As evident from some of the recovered pieces of full-size standing statu-

ary, Greek sculptors were not at all troubled about the propriety of using

carved tree stumps or draped forms in support of their thin-ankled figures.

The shot hip pose used in Praxiteles's Hermes and the Infant Dionysus, with

its connecting stone link, is an example of a literal structural support. On

the other hand, Canova's Cupid and Psyche-with Cupid's extended wings-

graphically demonstrates the nineteenth-century mania for extending marble

to its breaking point.

With the modern English reaction to nineteenth-century flamboyant

carving, massive hunks of wood and marble denoted the need for structural

security in the vitalistic and geometric-abstract idiom. "Truth to material,"

more than being an honest and analytical approach to the use of sculpture

materials, was an overreaction to earlier excesses. In retrospect, it appears

that the dictum "truth to material" was invoked by a sculptor only when it

served his particular stylistic preferences-regardless of moral consider-

ations.

The problem of separating a sculpture from its resting place gradually

developed into a chief concern of relating structure to form. Moreover, there

seemed to be a variable compromise between the amount of stability and

rigidity which any sculptor was willing to sacrifice for a given amount of

structural daring. In this respect it is interesting that a sculptor like Gabo,

who had pioneered the uses of several engineering principles in his treatment

of planar surfaces, should be so plagued with the problem of fragility and

breakage in his plastic constructions. Though a high correlation between

visual and structural logic may exist in civil engineering, surprisingly little

attempt has been made to establish such a logic in sculpture-and when an

effort has been made, it has usually been a pseudo-attempt, rather than one

which is strictly consistent with the properties of materials. Engineering in

sculpture-with very few exceptions-has been a matter of visual assimi-

lation, not function.

The comparatively simple task of making a sculpture stand with a cer-

tain amount of confidence has been the sculptor's main physical consider-

ation-one in which engineering needs have usually been minimal. Of note

in this respect, one of the first large-scale constructions proposed as a model

was Vladimir Tatlin's Monument to the Third International (FIG. 60). This

was constructed as a laminated wooden spiral and supported by two-by-

fours. Translated into steel on a larger scale, it would have resulted in certain

disaster. The inability to enlarge a form from one size to another in the same 155



60. Vladimir Tatlin, Monument to the

Third International, 1920.

61. Deborah de Moulpied, Form No.4, 1960.

material has been one of the few engineering problems which has seriously

concerned sculptors.

The purity of an "organic" structure wedded to highly sculptural form

has almost totally been taken over by engineers and architects. As building

shapes have become visually more dynamic and sculptural, the sculptor has

withdrawn from any commitment to create logical structures; rather, he has

recognized the value of creating illogically, leaving engineering competency

to the experts. This has not resulted in an altogether happy division of charges.

Some sculptors have envied the power of engineers, while many critics have

blamed architects for trying to create sculpture instead of architecture.

In the past fifteen years shell forms have come into their own as part of

the new architecture. Improvements in ferro-concrete techniques and calcu-

lating have made practically any stable form in single or double curvature

an engineering possibility. Both in design and in the workmanship of con-

structing concrete forms shells demand the utmost precision. For a smaller,

nonfunctional shell it is instructive to look at a form created in heat-molded156



vinyl. Form No.4 (FIG. 61) by Deborah de Moulpied is a series of thirteen

transparent plastic shells nested into one another. Loosely parabolic in form,

their semiflexibility permits shape retention while producing none of the

stress problems produced by inverted, large-scale shells. This plastic sculp-

ture embodies no "form follows function" maxim; if it makes sense, it does

so strictly for visual reasons. The contrast is obvious between the analytical-

minimal solutions of architecture and sculpture which produces metaphors

that are most frequently anti- or a-structural.

One important device could be termed enjambment. First used by the

English romantic poets, enjambment is a metrical device for destroying the

one-line one-idea fixation of the rhymed couplet. Thoughts were designed

to end in the middle of a line instead of at the end. Ideas thus employed were

interlocked with the metric structure of the poem.

Enjambment in sculpture, by which the eye picks up the disjointed path

of a line, functions more erratically than in literature. Julio Gonzalez's mas-

terful use of wrought iron included the continual break and juxtaposition of

linear elements in ever-changing relationships. For instance, Maternity

(FIG. 62) presents an abrupt right-angle break at its heavy center bar. As

the eye moves from there, it is confronted at the breast with an overlapping

break that continues to the head. The head in turn is a thin curved wire

welded, not on top, but tangential to the neck.

A more sensational example of enjambment appears with Isamu Nogu-

chi's The Cry (FIG. 63). The attempt is made to relate three forms by seeming-

ly repealing the laws of gravity, along with the idea of structural connectivity.

A different form of enjambment is indicated by David von Schlegell's Needle

(FIG. 64). In this instance, the great thirty-six-foot-long needle form is con-

tained and its momentum slowed by two shieldlike disks which are deftly

held in place by hinges and braces.

Visually insecure and illogical connections have become the stock in

trade of the sculptor-and an important part of the vernacular of the new

formalism, termed by some critics "Concrete Expressionism." What typifies

this vein is that it is scaleless, imposing in mass, industrially finished, room-

oriented, and adapted from a structural idiom which could be termed

"formalism of the absurd." Some of the best exponents of this are Robert

Grosvenor (see Chapter One, FIG. 19), Mark Di Suvero, Ronald Bladen,

Robert Murray, David Weinrib, and Kenneth Snelson (FIG. 65). In the case

of Snelson, where the artist has actually invented a new engineering principle

(discontinuous compression and continuous tension structures), it is not so

much irrationality that characterizes his constructions as a type of rational

approach to building space frames which is so divergent from all previously 157



62. Julio Gonzalez, Maternity, 1933. 63. Isamu Noguchi, The Cry, 1962.



64. David von Schlegel!, Needle, 1967. 65. Kenneth Snelson, Audry I, 1966.

known types of construction-even after twenty years of use-that it still

seems illogical.

Except for the matter of stability, structure is not the province of sculp-

ture. While it may flirt with structural theory, sculpture becomes overtly

literal and loses its validity once it merely interprets structure. Also, it would

seem, irrational devices for joining sculpture together become by constant

repetition "rational." So-called irrationality is mainly a matter of timing

and infrequency. Sculpture which is principally antistructural, and which

demonstrates extreme effort to provide more drastic antistructural solutions,

suggests that it may be the fundamental nature of sculpture to mirror its man-

made-ness in erratic and wayward forms.

Optical Properties of Sculpture

While many of the older formal attributes of sculpture have declined in

usefulness, one means of visual ordering has not. In the past decade the tacit

conviction has arisen that light-not form-determines our perception of

sculpture.

Just ten years ago, writing about the "optical properties" of sculpture

would have seemed a very curious, if not oblique, approach to an art based

primarily on the ordering of physical mass. Yet it no longer does. This under-

lines the great discrepancy between the way individual sculptors actually

conceived of and saw their works, and their bits of poetic effusion dropped 159
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into the ears of favored critics for public consumption. With some of the

latest sculptural innovations it is now apparent that many of the greatest

sculptors of the recent past saw their works quite analytically, in fact dis-

passionately, for their optical effects created purely as light-reflecting sources.

Finally we have begun to look at older sculpture with a new appreciation

derived from recent conclusions. Those outlooks which crystallized in

Europe by the end of the 1950's as New Tendency rationalism, were elevated

into the oversimplification of Op Art by the critical and curatorial powers

of New York in 1964.

Students of sculpture could look toward Constructivist, Neo-Plastic,

and other visual-technical experimentation as the embryo for these precise,

controlled attempts to create reasonably detached optical experiences. How-

ever, the movement toward an optical sculpture, as opposed to one defined

mainly by volume, has been in progress for the better part of a century and

in practically all styles: Cubist, Dada organic, geometric, Surrealist organic,

Expressionist, etc. Its impetus has been a slowly growing realization that

light, controlled by color, transparency, or reflection-or a combination of

the three-is one of the sculptor's most evocative stimuli. As the need to

control light (for we perceive forms in terms of their light-emitting proper-

ties) gained priority, the tendency grew to construct works solely designed as

modulators of light. Moholy-Nagy to the contrary, until the 1960's not many

sculptors perceived the problem that directly.

Beginning with the plight of Narcissus, reflectivity has been one of the

most primitive and hypnotic transmitters of light. Reflection is a con-

sciousness-expanding phenomenon which holds its sacred fire in the bodies

of jewels, water splashes, polished metals, ice formations, and, of course,

the moon. In his notebooks Baudelaire often seemed aware of the tran-

scendent emotions conveyed by brilliant reflections (1956, p. 179): "What I

have always liked in the theatre, from my childhood to the present time, is the

chandelier-a beautiful object, luminous, crystalline, complicated, circular

and symmetrical."

If the chandelier was the nineteenth-century symbol of perfect, inviolate

being, the same presence has made Brancusi's Bird in Space (see Chapter

One, FIG. 8) an arch image of our century. Designed for the natural lighting

of Brancusi's studio clerestory windows, the Bird seems to distend and then

contract narrow bands of light along its vertical surfaces. The sharp-angled

truncation at the top of the Bird, a vestigial indication of an opened beak, is

really more than a decisive termination; its flat surface is a planar reflector,

catching the full force of the sun above. The eye moves up the sculpture to

a climax of downward reflected light. Brancusi also used reflective light as a



workman's tool. As he polished his bronze forms by hand, every tiny surface

imperfection was revealed, far better than by any mechanical device.

Early reflectivity, from artists such as Archipenko, Epstein, and Rudolf

Belling, was a ramification of the mechanistic aesthetic used in its most obvi-

ous form. There were exceptions. Oskar Schlemmer's work as director of the

Ba uhaus stage came to an aesthetic and technical climax with his M etafl- Tanz

production in 1929. A single dancer, Karle Grosch, held polished metal

spheres as the semimechanical choreography of her dance was reflected in the

"house of mirrors" surrounding her. While not sculpture in the narrow sense, it

was the first systematic use by a scul ptor of reflection as a moving phenomenon.

In the late 1930's Jean Arp made the initial bronze castings for his plas-

ter Concretions. When polished, the forms resulted in soft, undulant, shifting

reflections, a perfect implementation of the vitalist viewpoint. From slight

head or body movements, an observer could pick up dozens of minute light

pulsations. The round gradual surfaces, then sudden points and knife edges

give Arp's convex-concave surfaces a very real elusiveness (see Chapter Two,

FIG. 29).

Some postwar American sculpture (beginning in the late 1940's and

moving through the 1950's) has used what Herbert Read has termed the

"glitter principle." Instead of deriving reflection from a continuous, co-

herent mass of metal, the sculptor conceived of a fragmented sculpture

through semi-random, reflective surfaces positioned in spatial configura-

tions. Lippold, Lassaw, and Bertoia have used this idea in open wire and

sheet-metal constructions. Harry Bertoia's altar construction (1954) for the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Interdenominational Chapel con-

sists of many small steel squares covered with brazing brass, pitched at odd

angles and attached to taut wires suspended from ceiling to floor.

Around 1954 Jose de Rivera began a series of tubular steel constructions

mounted on flat disks and turned by low-revolution motors. Purely as linear

outline Brussels Construction (FIG. 66) presents many configurations in

turning. All too often this sculpture is displayed under diffused light, render-

ing the reflections of polished stainless-steel meaningless. In dim illumination

with one or two spotlights it assumes a very different character. Tiny spots

of light move along the nearly invisible surface of the steel tube. These swell

and diminish as they glide from heavy to thin sections of the tube. Almost

like an electron quantum jump, these points of light seem to disappear

only to reappear instantly on another surface of the construction.

Over forty years ago the painter Picabia posed a physical notion of the

absolute in the following arrangement: two identical mirrors separated a

foot or two from each other would be placed face to face. For Picabia they 161



66. Jose de Rivera, Brussels Construction, 1958.

expressed-because of reciprocal and infinite reflection-the unity of noth-

ingness. Mirrors, the beguiling toys of artists for hundreds of years, have

become less objects of metaphysical speculation and more recently devices

for breaking down spatial perception.

Distorted reflectivity as a mode of expression has in the past ten years

become a widespread space-expanding technique. Some who have used mir-

ror surfaces to effect are the Swiss sculptor Christian Megert, who in 1961

constructed some eighteen models of space with no beginning or end; Heinz

Mack, who began reliefs of slotted, creased, and punched aluminum in the

late 1950's; H. C. Westermann, who invented (1962) a type of construction

housing many panes of partially mirrored glass endlessly reflecting the in-

terior spaces; Lucas Samaras, with the (1966) Mirror Room; Larry Bell, with

glass box constructions which nearly dissolve into invisibility in the feat of

optical titillation (FIG. 59); and Hans Breder, with hand-rn. ipulated alumi-

num cube constructions (FIG. 67).
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Many years have passed since Rodin put his hand to his breast and al-

legedly uttered, "I know it here that they did not color it," in reference to

the ancient Greek practice of painting their marble sculpture. Until a half-

dozen years ago the inhibition against polychromed sculpture was all but

unbreakable. Precisely because their work was not in the tradition of Classi-



67. Hans Breder, Untilled, 1966.

cal sculpture, groups like the Dadaists, Constructivists, and various Cubists

had the option of coloring their work, and did so.

In general, polychromy has returned to sculpture not by frontal assault

on the taboos against coloring stone or metal, but by the gradual adoption

of painting techniques already accepted on everyday commercial objects.

Moreover, as painting reached out after an actual third dimension the result

was inevitable. Polychromy has steadily developed as sculptors have ap-

propriated materials in which painted surfaces are standard treatment. The

11 end has been away from the "hot" involvement of natural bronze and

m.irble and toward the impervious "coolness" of synthetic coverings. As the

use of cosmetics has become not just an industrial strategy, but a way of

viewing life, assemblage and pop values have unquestionably helped to

undermine the aesthetic prejudices of the sculptor. In an incredibly short

time the question has changed from "Do I dare paint sculpture?" to "Do I

dare not paint it?" As Sidney Geist points out (1966, p. 93), the sculptor

ends by asking the rhetorical but reasonable question, What is more "col-

ored," a blue-painted figure in stone or a figure sculpture in natural white

marble?

Color seems to have made its entrance into modern sculpture according

to a pattern of conservative acceptance with patinas winning approval before

other more obvious forms of coloring. Oswald Spengler in The Decline a/the 163



West provides an intriguing function for the patina. When men of the Renais-

sance uncovered statues of Classical Greece and found them green and black

with a scale of oxide residue, they did not clean or polish the metal sculpture;

in time, reaction to the tones became a mixture of awe and longing. Left in

their natural state, these sculptures represented to Faustian (modern West-

ern) man some few remaining fragments of a past which was gone forever.

For Spengler, the chemical action of patina represented mortality, a remem-

brance that death had taken ideas and objects once vital. Unlike the gleam

of polished metal or stone, the darkened surfaces produced by patina emanate

a form world of splendid decay.

Gradually through the twentieth century patina became less identified

with classicism and more attached to the idea of "natural coloring"-col-

oring that was not offensive because it did not "cover" a natural surface but

was the chemical reaction of acids applied to bare metal. The vitalist-biotic

idiom was especially susceptible to this line of reasoning. Steadily through

the 1950's both Roszak and Lassaw took full advantage of the fact that

chemical patinas could produce a vast array of colors. When Shakespeare

speaks in one poem of the magic of "sea-changes" he refers to the natural

reaction of salt water on all objects immersed over a period of time: the re-

sults are often surprisingly vivid. Instead of the somber blacks, browns, and

blue-greens characteristic of Classical and Neoclassical sculpture, the

modern biotic idiom used chemical patinas almost like paint, simulating the

vivid contrasts of botanical and undersea coloring. Roszak especially has

produced some striking polychrome sculpture looking as if just dredged up

from out of the sea.

In quite another sense patina has been more subtly used in the vitalistic

idiom to simulate the characteristics of growth. Though it is not apparent

from the accompanying photograph, one example is Will Horwitt's bronze

Growth (FIG. 68). This work consists of a double form patined black; a biotic

and irregular "soft cube" rests on top of a slightly swelled but more regular

cube shape. Some of the corners of the upper form are aggressively pointed

-similar to Arp's metaphor of young tissue or bud emerging from a rounded

cellular mass. To clarify the idea, Horwitt has removed some patina from

the sharpened corners so that they stand naked and bright-more or less like

the tender shoots of a plant. Paint on sculpture now runs the gamut from

sedate, mat plastic finishes to rather nasty coatings of orange lead chromate.

Paint as an expressive dimension now appears much more at ease than half

a century ago on the self-conscious polychromed sculptures of Archipenko.

Though certainly few later attempts at polychromy match the dignity and
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68. Will Horwitt, Growth, 1959.

elegance of Archipenko's Seated Figure (1913), this remains one of his rare

successes in the fusion of form and color.

The Constructivists, and in general most formally-oriented sculptors,

used color with the abandon of industrial designers. Color is a way of dis-

criminating one part of a system from another. The idea of color coding in

factory interiors and for electronic components has caught on in the new

"formal expressionism," so that there are literally no rules, no present re-

strictions on polychromy. Stylistics oscillate wildly between monochrome

(i.e., all black, all gray, or all white shows) and technicolor fantasy. The fact

remains that where color has no boundaries it ceases to have meaning.

It was the destiny of polychromy that the sculpture would draw its chief

sustenance from the folk arts. This is apparent in Gerald Laing's Tunnel

(FIG. 69). Laing, working mostly in aluminum plate, has appropriated the

entire Weltanschauung of the California custom-car designer. His works are

not so much sculptures as totemic homages to "technique" for its own sake:
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69. Gerald Laing, Tunnel, 1966.
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chrome plate and mirror-polished aluminum, iridescent baked-enamel

finishes, bronze "flake" glass finishes with metal chips em bedded in clear

vinyl, etc. Laing represents the other end of the spectrum: where form be-

comes the means of implementing finish. Even more clearly, form becomes

finish.

If the trend has increased toward more color and reflectivity, the result

has been the development of a cult devoted to optical deception and excita-

tion. This, rightly or wrongly, has been interpreted as the salvation of sculp-

ture. In the broadest sense it is a reaction against the vitalist myth that the

psyche of sculpture is buried within the 0bject itself. Furthermore, it suggests

that what is important about sculpture lies on its surface for optical examina-

tion. In a very special way the desire to refute the vitalistic myths lingers, and

even grows, making form and matter lose their substantiality. Form, in effect,

is what we make it appear to be.


